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The grower referendum to re-authorize up to 
three pennies of box tax to fund the Citrus 
Research and Development Foundation (CRDF) was just held. It 

passed, so the CRDF board met on June 15 to consider what rate to recom-
mend to the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. Two 
cents were recommended. Many factors went into the decision.

First, CRDF is carrying over more box tax revenue than in past years. 
There are several reasons for this:

• The outcome of the referendum was not certain, which could have 
affected legislative funding, so it made sense to have more reserves 
than normal.

• CRDF is being much more discerning with projects it funds. Four years 
ago, it funded 34% of preproposals; the last three years have ranged from 
9% to 11%.

• Because money was getting tighter and growers were running out of 
time, CRDF terminated several projects and did not grant extension 
requests for others, not because researchers were not doing good work 
but because research priorities changed.

• CRDF did not have a general request for proposals this year. Instead, it 
focused on executing its “Pathway to a Sustainable Florida Citrus Indus-
try” document, which is CRDF’s analysis of the research most likely to 
get HLB behind us.

• To their credit, researchers returned approximately $800,000 in funds 
from projects that did not cost as much as anticipated.

• CRDF adopted a “directed research” model where it clearly defines the 
research question it wants answered, sits down with researchers with a 
demonstrated ability to answer it and jointly determines a scope of work. 
This tends to reduce the cost of the project.

• CRDF spent legislative funds first since those have the potential to be 
returned to the state if not spent by the end of the fiscal year.

• CRDF continued lowering overhead, reducing full-time equivalent 
employees to three and a half from four. (At one point, there were nine.)

Second, CRDF had to consider other factors, including:
• The inventory of projects remaining to be researched
• Potential for future legislative funding
• Input from grower organizations and individual growers regarding the rate
• Whether the state’s citrus estimate is more likely to go up or down
• Whether legislative proviso will limit the amount of box tax revenue

CRDF can spend
• The general state of the industry
After careful consideration, CRDF recommended a box tax rate of two

pennies. While not a lot of money in the big scheme of things, it is still a 33% 
reduction to CRDF. Nevertheless, because of prudent decisions outlined above, 
CRDF can handle it, and it was the right thing to do.
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orange-producing companies have 
reduced acreage.

It is apparent that the Florida cit-
rus industry needs new investors to 
help finance the revitalization of the 
industry. Young professionals such as 
my son and his CPA friend are needed 
to invest in an industry with a current 
economic outlook that is not positive 
but has historically recovered from past 
adverse events such as the freezes of 
the 1980s and the hurricanes of 2004 
and 2005.

Citrus fruit and juice remain 
important components of the North 
American diet. Despite the decline in 
citrus production in Florida, orange 
juice consumption has remained 
stable, especially over the past few 
seasons. Consumers still want citrus 
juices. The success of seedless man-
darins from California confirm that 
consumers also want fresh citrus 
products. The Florida industry must 
continue to search for solutions to sup-
press HLB and citrus canker and allow 
profitability to return to Florida citrus 
growers and investors.

A POSSIBLE STRATEGY
What is a strategy that could be 

implemented to attract new investors? 
A prospectus could be developed by 
one of the grower organizations or 
University of Florida Institute of Food 
and Agricultural Sciences Extension 
based upon realistic yields, fruit prices 
and costs. That prospectus could be 
made available through the internet to 
investment companies who have both 
large and small investors as clients.

Recruiting new investors for the 
Florida citrus industry is not unlike 
attracting consumers to buy Florida 
citrus. Materials could be developed 
which enumerate the benefits of invest-
ing in a healthy product, which stress 
the need to maintain a diversified 
portfolio that includes investments 
other than equities, and which tout the 
benefits of supporting U.S.-based pro-
duction of food.
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